## Schedule

**SEPTA’s website.............................................** www.septa.org
**TDD................................................................** 711

**SAFETY TIPS**

- NEVER pass between cars when a train is moving
- NEVER attempt to board a moving train
- ALWAYS wait for the train to come to a complete stop BEFORE exiting
- NEVER ride in the vestibule or on the steps of a moving train
- NEVER lean against the train doors
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**DEDICATION CODES**

| AIR | BRR | CHE | CHW | CLM | CYN | DYO | ELM | ELW | LAX | NKG | NWC | PCD | PHL | SAC | TOL | TTR | WAT | WTR |
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| **AIR** | **BRR** | **CHE** | **CHW** | **CLM** | **CYN** | **DYO** | **ELM** | **ELW** | **LAX** | **NKG** | **NWC** | **PCD** | **PHL** | **SAC** | **TOL** | **TTR** | **WAT** | **WTR** |

**TRAVEL TIPS**

Schedule Times: Indicate when trains depart the station
Fare payment options: cash, tickets, passes. Please check the SEPTA Fare Guide or the website for complete fare information
QuietRide Car: Available on all weekday trains (Monday - Friday 4:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.) with 3 or more cars open for passenger service. The first car will be designated as your QuietRide Car
Regional Rail Major Holidays: New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, July 4th, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day (Special Schedule)

**DISCLAIMER**

SEPTA does not assume responsibility for inconveniences, experience or damage resulting from errors in timetables, delayed trains, failure to make connections or for shortage of equipment. The schedules shown are subject to change without notice.

Severe Weather Schedule: During extreme weather conditions, Trains may operate on a special schedule. Please check the SEPTA website for updated service information.